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In an essay written to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary e e -

known Hawthc-ne studies at Western Electric Corporation, Harold Leavitt (1975)

observed:

Far and away the most powerful and beloved tool of applied
behavioral scientists is the small face-to-face group. Since the
Western Electric researches, behavioral scientists have been
learning to understand, exploit and love groups. Groups attracted
interest initially as devices for improving the implementation of
decisions and to increase human commitment and motivation. They are
now loved because they are also creative and innovative, they often
make better quAlity decisions than individuals, and because they
make organizational life more livable for people. One can't hire an
applled behavioral scientist into an organization who within ten
minutes will not ý:ant to call a group meeting and talk things
over... (p. 76)

Leavitt's paper, entitled 'Suppose We look Groups Seriously...," raises

the possibility that both people and organizations would be better off if

groups, rather than individuals, were the basic building blocks in the design

and management of organizations. Recent trends in organizational

practice--such as the increasing use of quality circles, autonomous work

groups, project teams, and management task forces--suggest that groups are

indeed becoming a popular way to get things done in organizations.

1 This chapter will appear in the Handbook of organizational behavior, edited
by Jay Lorsch (Prentice-Hall, forthcoming) under the title "The Design of
Work Teams." It w'as prepared as part of a research project on group
performance supported by the Office of Naval Research (Organizational
Effectiveness Pesearch Program, Contract Ho. 00014-80-C-0S55 to Yale
University). The helpful comments and sugoestions uf Clay Alderfer, Susan
Cchenr, Puss Eisenstat, Connie Gers2ck, Judith Hackman, and Bill Kahn are
gratefully ackno'ledoed.
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While groupS can yield the kinds of benefits Leavitt discusses, they also

have a shady s~de, at least as they typically are designed and managed in

contemporary organizations. They can, for example, waste the time and energy

of members, rather than use them well. They can enforce norms of low rather

than high productivity (Whyte, 1955). They sometimes make notoriously bad

decisions (Janis, 1982). Patterns of destructive conflic.L can arise, both

within and between groups (Alderfer, 1977). And groups can exploit, stress,

and frustrate their members--sometimes all at the same time (Hackman, 1976).

Clearly, if Leavitt's vision is to be realized, we must expand what we

know about how to design, manage, and consult to work groups in organizations.

There is currently no well-tested and accepted body of research and theory to

guide practitioners in using groups to do work, nor do we have a documented

record of success in using behavioral sclence techniques to help groups become

more effective.

ThIs chapter assesses what we do know About the design and manragemraent of

work groups, provides a ccnceptual model for Intearating and extending that

knowledge. a:id offers some action guidelines for structuring, supporting, and

managing groups in contemporary organizations.

C.ERVIEW

The chapter is organrzed in three major sections. We begin by assessing

ctne frnns from descripltive research on group behavior. Research in this

tradition seeks to generate knowledge about what actually happens in groups

and to develop generalizations about the associations among various features

of the group and its context. To explore the implications of descriptive

research for y'ork group effectiveness, we use an input-process-output
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framework. This framework posits that various input factors (such as features

of the group, its task, and its work context) affect group interaction process

(i.e., the interpersonal transactions that take place among members) which in

turn affects the output of the group. Ideally, one should be able to discover

how group interaction mediates between the way a group is set up and the

results of its work--including its performance effectiveness. It turns out,

however, that research in the descriptive tradition has produced neither a set

of empirical generalizations sturdy enough to guide managerial practice nor

interventions that reliably improve group performance.

As an alternative, we next present and discuss a normative model of group

effectiveness. This model departs from the descriptive approach in two ways.

First, the focus is on a single (albeit multidimensional) outcome: work group

effectiveness. Second, the model identifies potentially manipulable aspects

of the group (and of its work context) that are particularly potent in

promoting team effectiveness, thereby providing a basis for diagnosing the

strengths and weaknesses of groups as performing units. While based in part

on findings from descriptive research, the normative model is essentially a

theoretical statement in which existing knowledge is reconfigured to make it

more useful in improving work team effectiveness.

The final section of the chapter draws out the implications of the

normative model, and suggests the beginnings of an action model of group

effectiveness. The focus here is on what one would actually do to create and

maintain an effect:ve work team. Beyond its use as a guide for designing,

managing, and consulting to work teams, the action model also provides a means

for testing and revising the normative model on which it is based (i.e. by

determining the degree tu which changes suggested by the normative model

result in improvements in performance).
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DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH ON GROUP BEHAVIOR AND EFFECTIVENESS

There have been literally thousands of research studies of group behavior

and performance. The great majority of them describe what takes place in

various kinds of groups or map the empirical associations among variables that

characterize a group, its performance context, and its products. These

studies aim to develop and test generalizations that chart what happens in

groups reliably, validly, and relatively comprehensively. 2

A general framework for organizing and systematizing this work has been

developed by McGrath (e.g., 1964) and is depicted in Figure 1. The framework

classifies both input and output variables into three sets, those that

describe individual croup members, those that describe the group as a whole,

and those that describe the envIronment in which the group operates. In

principle, all relevant variables can be assessed at any two points in time

(identified in the figure as t.and t7j, making it possible to trace changes

in the state of the system over a specified time period.

A key assumption of the framework is that input states affect group

outputs via the interaction that takes place among members. If, for example,

a highly cohesive group (input at t1 , were to perform better on some ta~k

(output at t. than a group low in cohesiveness, it should be possible to

explain the performance dIfference by comparing the interaction processes of

the two groups. Perhaps merbers of the cohesive group talked more about their

work, and encouraged each other to -work hard and quickly. Or perhaps they

2 For an early (but still useful) reviev,; and integration of literature on

small group behavior, see McGrath and Altman (1966). Current reviews are
provided by Hare (1976), MicGrath and Kravitz (1982), Davis and Hinsz (1982),
a.nd Etcrath (1983). In addition, a book edited by Payne and Cooper (1981)
provides substantive analyses of a number of different types of groups
commonly used in oraanizations (e.c., policy-making groups, pro3ect groups,
negotiating teams, and so on).
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simply spent more time together, and used part of that time for extra work on

the task. Whatever the explanation for this (hypothetical) finding, it should

be discernible in the group interaction. 3

Most research and theory in the descriptive tradition shares McGrath's

assumption that process mediates input-cutput relationships. Tiis is not

surprising: group interaction is readily apparent in all groups, it is

interesting, we know some things about how to study it--and besides, something

has to mediate between input and output states. Yet, as will be seen below,

the input-process-output paradigm may have misdirected the search for useful

knowledge about group effectiveness. Contrary to what one would hope, the key

is not always under the lamppost where the light is brightest.

Research on Group Behavior

Descriptive frameworks such as the one illustrated in Figure 1 are

helpful in organizing, summariz•,sg, and integrating empirical research on

group behavior. And a review of the links and categories in this framework

reveals that we have learned quite a bit about group behavior over the last

few decades. For example, w.e now have a reasonably good understanding of the

patterns of group process that are typical of various kinds of groups. And

s,-verA! useful descriptive models of the group development process have been

based on these findincs. 4 The input-process link in the framework also has

3 It is, of course, necessary to select an appropriate time interval and to
focts on the most important aspects of irteraction process if this kind of
analsis is to be successful. These decisions often are far from
straightforward.

4 Research describing group interaction and charting it over time stemmed
primarily from the Bales (195-) method for coding group intfraction. For a
description of the cu: rent, multiple-level version of the Bales
observational methodoloogy, see Bales anc. Cohen (1979); other methods for
describing aroup process are reviev,,ed by Hare (19S2, Ch. 1-4). Group
development models are reviewed by Hare (1976, Ch. 4) and Tuckman (1965).
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received a good deal of research attention, with special emphasis on the

effects of group composition variables (i.e., group size and the attributes of

group members). 5 Research on process-outcome relationships has emphasized the

impact of group interaction on the attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors of

individual group members, and the ways that interaction shapes the outcomes of

group decision-making and problem solving. 6

A great deal of research has been done on input-output relations in small

groups. These studies have examined the effects of many different input

variables on the subsequent behavior and attitudes of individual members, on

changes in the state of the group as a social system, and on group performance

outcomes. While input-output studies have not turned out to be as cumulative

as group researchers had expected (cf. McGrath & Altman, 1966), some important

findings and insights have emerced.7

5 For an early but still cogent review of findings on size-process
relationships, see Thomas and Fink (1963). For the seminal work on group
composition and member compatibillty, see Schutz (1958). The relationship
between mernber personality and behavior in groups is explored in detail by
Bales (1970).

6 For an overview of group influences on individuals in organizations, see

Hackman (1976). L terature on the way group interaction can result in
"choice shifts" (i.e., choosing riskier or more conservative courses of
action following group discussion) is reviewed by Iyers and Lamm (1976). An
overview of research on group decision processes is provided by Nagao,
Vollrath and Davis ý1978). Janis (1982) provides a historical ana'vsis of
the effects of grout interaction on policy decisions. Finally, a progr-am of
research showing how solutions gain credence and evenitual ýicceDtance as a
function of what transpires in group discussions is summarized by Hoffman
(1979b).

For example, Steiner (1972) has develcped an informative set of models
showýing how the effect of croup size on group productivity depends on the
kind of task being performed. In the decision-making area, Davis and his
colleacues (e.a., Davis, 1973; Stasser & Davis, 1981) have devised and
tested sophisticated cuantitative models that show how the prediscussion

;-cferer,: es of grou0P members (in interaction with other variables) combine
to deter.-ine both 3e2asion outcomes and members' pos*discussion preferences.
11cGrath (1933, Ch. 6) :-evie.s input factors that influence group
performance on problem-solving ard intellective tasks.

_L
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Two characteristics of input-output research on group behavior merit

special note, as they have potentially important implications for the

development of an action-oriented model of group task effectiveness. First,

the -elationships obtained appear to depend substantially on the properties of

the group task being performed. Findings for one type of task often turn out

not to hold for groups working on different kinds of tasks.' Second, while

research reports typically discuss how group interaction process may mediate

input-output relationships, they usually do so inferentially--that is, by

specifying what members may have done, or logically had to have done, to

account for the results. Rarely has the mediating role of group process been

assessed empirically. Moreover, few substantive findings have emerged that

are useful as guides for creating and maintaining effective work teams

<Hackrran & norris, 1975).

How are we to understand these gaps in the croup performance literature?

Has the high cost of conducting process studies dampened the intereat of

researchers in examsning input-process-performance relationships? Gr have the

serious methodologIcal problems that pervade this kind of research9 so

compromised its findIngs that one cannot be -ire what has been found? While

these possibilities are credible, the problem may run dee2er, as will be seen

below.

e For an excellent typology of group tasks, and a summary of what has been

±earned about g9oup behavior and performance for each of them, see McGrath
(l9S3) .

9 For example: choosing the proper categories for coding interaction, devising
approp•-ate analytic models for making sense of interaction patterns, ano
dealing with inconsistencies in the behavior of groups across taoks andsettings (Hackman & riorLris, 1975, pp. 56-61).

hI
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Implications for Team Effectiveness

If we had a robust set of generalizations that allowed us to predict, on

the basis of prior assessments of input and process variables, how well a

group would perform, then we should be able to translate these generalizations

into prescriptions for the design and management of work teams. This is

exactly what some scholars anJ practitioners mean by "applied social science":

collecting the products of bsic research and theory and using them as action

guides in the world of practice.

It is an inviting vi, 4 of the relationship between scholarship and

practice, and if I could have written this chapter in accord with that Aiew I

would have been tempted to do so.10 It would have been a relatively

straightforward task of summarizing what has been learned in research on group

behavior, and then using those summaries to generate guidelines for action.

Unfortunately, the research literature reviewed above suggests that such

an unde-taking .:...•,,d not be very fruitful. For one thing, existing

generalizations about group behavior are neither strong enough nor stable

enough to serve as guides for managerial practice. The generalizability of

our findings appears to be quite low, and we do not have a good understanding

of w:hat is respcnsible for the seeming instability of our results across tasks

and settings (Vidmar & Hackman, 1971).

Moreover, when research has revealed statistically reliable associations

between group effect veness and various input or process variables, those

associations have tended to be relatively weak and/or highly dependent on a

particular task and situational cortext. A manager might think twice before

making a significant group or organizational change in hopes of realizing a

;0 A good attempt to do this for group behavior, and one that acknowledges the

limitations of such an approach, is provided by Hoffman (1979a).
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barely discernible improvement in team effectiveness.

Finally, some of the variables that have been shown to relate to group

performance (e.g., certain aspects of group interaction process or the

culturai milieu within which the group operates) are not useful as points of

intervention in designing and managing teams. In some cases, change of the

variable is impractical (it would take a long time, for example, to modify the

overall culture of an organization). In others, the focal variable itself is

more a sign than a cause of performance problems. As will be seen below, this

is the case for certain aspects of group interaction process.

The bulk of this chapter is devoted to an alternative, explicitly action-

-oriented approach to analyzing the performance cf work groups in

organizations. Before proceeding, however, it nay be worthwhile to look a

little more closely at the reasons why the descriptive-empirical approach has

not given rise to an "applied social psychology of group effectiveness." We

will give special attention to (a) the variables typically chosen for study in

group effectiveness research, and (b) how group interaction process typically

is conceived and measured. In these discussions we will find some clues to

guide the development of a normative model of team effectiveness.

The Choice of Variables

A great deal of research on small groups has been conducted in the

experimental laboratory. It is sometimes argued that laboratory research,

because of its inherent artificiality, is not useful in understanding

organizational phenomena. That argument is misplaced: when appropriately

conceived and executed, laboratory research can generate powerful tests of

conceptual pro-positions--includirg propositions about organizational phenomena

(Weick, 1965). The trick is to be sure that the phenomena of interest are

__- ~ - -.
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actually created in the laboratory, and to make the right decisions about what

variables to manipulate (or measure), what variables to control, and what

variables to ignore (Runkel & McGrath, 1972).

Laboratory studies of groups have tended to focus on personal and

interpersonal variables, and to hold constant or ignore contextual variables.

Indeed, laboratory researchers learn quickly that one had better control

variables such as the group task, experimenter-subject relationships, reward

system properties, and the demand characteristics of the setting where the

research takes place. Not to do so is to invite these variables to overwhelm

the more subtle intra- or inter-personal phenomena one is attempting to study.

The major contextual influence in the laboratory, then, is the

experimenter: it is he or she who decides where the study will be conducted,

recruits the subjects and forms them into groups, selects and assigns the

group task, chooses what rewards will be available and administers them,

provides groups with tL: ihf 1 rLmsticn .- d re....r.es they ned to do their work,

and establishes the basic norms of conduct for the research setting. in all,

the experimenter serves as a powerful context for the group, and (if expert in

hi- or her role) makes sure that all groups are treated as nearly the same as

possible.

Thus, in the interest of good experimental practice, some of the

varidbit that may most Po-Werfully affect w:hat happens in groups are fixed at

constant levels, thereby making it impcssible to learn about their effects.

By contrast, the approach to work group effectiveness presented in this

chapter gives special emphasis to the design of groups as performing units,

and to their relations with their organizational contexts--an emphasis also

seen in man'.' state-of-the-art action projects invo)ving ,ork teams in

orc~anizataons (e.g., Foza & Varkus, 1%O)



The Role of Group Process

Developing usable knowledge about group performance may require some

changes in how we deal with group interaction process--in research (by no

longer sufficing with descriptions of whatever interaction happens to develop

naturally in work teams), in intervention (by reconsidering the viability of

process as an intervention target), and in theory (by reconceptualizing the

role of process in the causal chain that links input and output states).

These three possibilities are explored below.

The descriptive emphasis. When social psychologists study group

interaction, they typically focus on group processes that develop naturally,

without direct process interventions. When competently done, these studies

help us understand how groups function in the laboratory or field settings

where the data were collected.

But what if the kinds of group processes typically observed were

aysfun,:tional for group task effectiveness? Perhaps most groups operate in

ways that minimize the frequency of anxiety-arousing episodes, but in the

process avoid difficult task problems. Or perhaps group members generally are

not very adept at coordinating their efforts, or at drawing out and using each

other's task-relevant know:ledge and skill.

If this were the case, descriptive studies would document the

dysfunctionrlity of group interaction, scholars would conclude that group

process serves mainly to impair group effectiveness, research attention would

focus on urderstandlrg the nature and extent of "process ) sses" in task-

oriented groups, and interventionists would try to help groups solve their

process problems. Arid, in fact, this is approximately That has happened in

social psychological research on group performance.

-- - -!
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Consider, for example, Steiner's (1972) model of group process and

productivity, which is probably the most widely accepted way of thinking about

process-productivity relationships. Steiner posits that the actual

productivity of a group is equal to its theoretical potential productivity

(i.e., what would be achieved if all existing resources were optimally used)

minus inevitable losses due to group process. No provision is made for any

"process gains" that might result from the interaction among group members.

Few social psychological studies have addressed the possibility that

groups might perform better if members worked together in ways that differ

from typical interaction patterns. Argyris (1969) argues that this is a

serious failure of social psychological theory. To develop knowledge useful

in creating effective work teams, he suggests, it may be necessary to move

beyond descriptive research to a more normative and action-o-iented

approach--attempting to create and test novel patterns of group interaction,

ways nie,,Lets cdin work tooether that not only reduce process losses but also

foster synergistic process gains.

Usefulness as a point of intervention. Although process interventions

are not often employed in social psychological research on group performance,

they are quite popular in consultative work with groups--for theoretical

reasons certainly (see Cooper, 1975), but also because process difficulties

present thcmclvc so ...idly. It is easy to s6e w&aLtd time and effort,

dysfunctional conflict among members, and a variety of other process problems

when observing e group that is having trouble with its work. And it may be

very difficult for an interventionist to pass up the opportunity to provide

conrsutative help vith such problems.
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A fairly extensive literature has developed on the effects of process

interventions as a consultative tool. These studies probe the effects of a

wide variety of intervention techniques, including eclectic process

consultation, systematic role negotiation, training in group relations skills,

and the use of structured procedures that minimize spontaneous group

interaction."' Research findings on the efficacy of process interventions can

be roughly summarized as follows:

1. Interventions that focus directly and primarily on the quality of

relationships among members usually succeed in changing member attitudes,

sometimes affect behavior in the group, but have no consistent effects on

group performance effectiveness (for reviews, see Friedlander & Brown, 1974,

Kaplan, 1979, and Woodman & Sherwood, 1980). The same appears to be true for

structured techniques aimed at improving group creativity.12

2. Interventions that structure group interaction to minimize

opportunities for "process losses" do improve team effectiveness for certain

kinds of groups and tasks (Green, 1975; Stumpf, Zand & Freedman, 1979). Like

the rules of parliamentary procedure, such interventions aim to (a) limit the

12 "Process consultation" is a general term used to describe interventions
intended to help group members develop new, more task-effective ways of
working together. In its most flexible form, the consultant and the group
work together to diagnose the state of the group and to plan changes based
on that diay;i•Zis (Schein, i9q9). Four more focussed approaches to team
development are identified and discussed by Beer (1976): (a) goal-setLing
and problem-solving consultations, (b) assistance in improving
interpersonal relationships among members, (c) role definition and
negotiation, and (d) inteorated consultative approaches such as the
managerial grid (e.g., Blake & Mouton, 1969). Still other process
interventions involve the introduction of highly structured procedures for
doing the work of the group--such as the Nominal Group Technique (Deibecq,
Van de Ven & Gustafson, 1975), and various creativity-enhancing procedures
(for a compilation and review: of these, see Stein, 1975).

'• The best-researched of these techrnques is brainstorming kOsborn, 1957).
For evidence on the efficec, o0 brair~storming, •ee Dunnette, Campbell and
Jaastad (1963) and the review by Stein (1975).

9
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amount of spontaneous interaction that can occur among members and/or (b)

structure the interaction that does take place so as to minimize the

opportunity for dysfunctional group processes to develop. Indeed, in the

Delphi technique (Dalkey, 1967; Delbecq, Van de Ven & Gustafson, 1975) members

communicate only through summaries of their inputs compiled by a coordinator,

eliminating the possibility of any spontaneous member-to-member interaction.

In sum, research findings regarding process interventions suggest that

structured techniques that minimize process losses (or reduce their effects)

can be ielpful. on the other hand, interventions that attempt to improve the

quality of interpersonal relations among mcmbers or to promote synergistic

"process gains" appear not to yield reliable improvements in group task

effectiveness. I
The role of process in the causal chain. The findings about process

interventions raise some difficult questions about how group interaction

relates to team ettectrveness. Why do process ir.'erventiors seem to help only

when they constrain (or highly structure) interaction among members? Why do

consultations that help members relate better to one another, not result in

more reliable or substantial improvements in performance? Why do groups

plagued with conflict and dissension sometimes perform better than those with

an abundance of wvarnth and mutual respect among members? What, indeed, is the

role of gLoup int raction process in transtorn.ng input states into

performanze outcomes?

One way of dealing with these questions is proposed in the normative

model of group effectiveness to be described in the second part of this

chapter. As background for that discussion, let us look briefly at two

reasons3 why traditioioal conceptions of group process may have muddled

understanding about its mediating role.



1. A basic premise of the input-process-output model is that input

states affect performance outcomes exclusively through their intermediate

effects on how members interact with one another. This model is so ingrained

in our thinking about group behavior that it is hard to imagine alternatives.

Yet there are some alternatives, as illustrated in Parts B and C of Figure 2.

Part A of the figure shows the traditional model. The alternative in

Part B suggests that both group process and performance effectiveness are

consequences of *he way a group is set up and managed. In this view, groups

that are well designed and well supported have a better chance of achieving

excellence in process and in performance than do groups with poor designs or

unsupportive organizational contexts. The quality of group interaction would

be correlated with group performance in this model--but would not determine

kAnother alternative is illustrated In Part C of Figure 2. Here again,

.... t co ),dinn5 affect both group process and performance, but these

variables also have rec-orocal effects on each other. This model suggests

that group interaction does mediate the impact of input conditions--but also

that performance outcomes influence group interaction. The latter proposition

may seem an impossibility, since performance comes later in time than the

interaction it is said to affect. However, the impossibility applies only to

short-term, one-shot groups of the type run in experimental laboratories.

V;ork groups in organizations typically proceed through multiple performance

episodes, even in getting a single piece of work done, providing many

opr-ortuni ties for r,-zup interaction to be affected by how well a gi-oup

performs. 13

13 Reflection on one's o'n experiences -n groups that are failing ("through no
fault of ours!"), or that are succeeding beyond anyone's expectation ("'we
must be charmed!") vill pro'vide some nonscientific evidence for the
existence of a perform, an-e-to-process causal link.

ii, - f--t" I' 1P I.. '-i I I
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(A) Input conditions affect performance outcomes only via
group interaction process (traditional model)
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(C) Input conditions affect both process and performance,
plus reciprocal influence between process and performance

Figure 2. Three ways of construing input-process-output relations
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Data are not currently available to determine whether these alternative

perspectives are bitter representations of what happens in task-performing

groups than the traditional view presented in Figure 1. They do, however,

prompt us to think about the determinants of group effectiveness in ways that

we might otherwise overlook. They raise the possibility, for example, that

group interaction may be as useful as an indicator of how a group is doing in

its work (i.e, as diagnostic data) as it is as a point of intervention for

improving group effectiveness. And the alternative models encourage us to

search for "input" factors (such as how a group is designed and linked to the

surrounding organization) that can foster both high quality group process and

-effective task performance.

2. It may be that we have been looking at the wrong aspects of group

process and examining them at the vrong level of analysis. When consultants

or managers address the interaction process of a group, they usually focus on

r the interpersonal transactions that take place within the group: wiiu is

talking with whom (or not doing so). who is fighting with vho~m, who is pairing

up w-ith whom, and so on. Such interpersonal behaviors can tell a trained

1 6 observer a great deal about social and emotional issues that -re alive in the

group, including issues driven by unconscious forces as well as those of which

members are aware (see, for example, Coiman & Bexton, 1975).

If, however, we are interested in croup eifectiveness, it may bc nore

appropriate to focus on those aspects of interaction that relate directly to a

group's work on its task. It should be possible, for example, to assess

whether a group is using the energy and talents of its members well (rather

than wasting or misapplying them), and to determine whether the group

. 1
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interaction develops and expands (rather than diminishes) members, performance

capabilities. Other ways group interaction contributes to task accomplishment

also can be imagined, and also are worthy of exploration. But whatever

aspects of interaction are examined, it seems highly advisable to examine them

at the group (rather than the interpersonal) level of analysis, and to

emphasize the task (rather than the social and emotional) significance of what

transpires.14

Conclusion. Group interaction provides the stage on which many dramas

are played out, from political intrigues to romantic encounters. Our present

focus on task effectiveness does not deny the multiple purposes served by

group interaction--but it does direct our attention to two aspects of group

process that are particularly useful in understanding and influencing group

performance.

First, interaction process can serve as an indicator of how, and how

well, a group is proceeding with work on its task--a wirndow t iluga ich one

can view the group as it does its work. One can assess, for example, the

level of effort the group is applying to the task, the amount of knowledge arid

skill members are bringing to bear on it, and the task-appropriateness of the

strategies they are using in carrying out the work. As will be seen later,

such data turn out to be very useful in identifying the special strengths and

weaknesses of a group as a performing unit, aiu in gu.•.ding interventions

intended to help a group improve its pecformance.

Second, group interaction is a potential source of "group synergy."

Synergy among members results in croup outcomes that may be quite different

from those that woulc` be obtained by simply adding up the contributions of

14 We must reccgrize, nonetheless, that among the influences on task-focussed
interaction are the social and umotional dynamics that occur among members.
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individual members. Synergistic contributions can be either positive (e.g.,

development of a creative way of working that transcends some of the

limitations in a group's performance situation) or negative (e.g., a failure t --

of coordination within the group so severe that nobody knows what he or she is

supposed to be doing). Whatever their direction, synergistic effects have

their roots in group interaction process, and therefore attempts to alter

their direction or potency necessarily will involve attention to how members

relate to one another as they work together.

Summary

Descriptive research on group behavior has provided a good general

understanding of ..:hat takes place in groups that perform tasks, and has

generated a reasonable set of findings about the empirical associations among

various input, process and output variables. Research in the descriptive

tradit-on has been less successful, however, in generating knowledge that can

be used to design and manage work teams. In exploring the reasons for this

failure, we have unearthed some leads that may be helpful in developing an

alternative, more action-oriented approach to work team effectiveness.

That approach will be laid out in, the next section of this chapter. It

gives special attention to the basic design of groups that do work and to

their relationships vwith the oi ganizational contexts in ýhich they function.

It moves group interaction process from center stage to a supportive (but

still important) role. 7nd, overall, the approach is normative rather than

descriptive, emphasizing those factors that can be used to improve performance

effectiveness--rather than focussing on descriptions of how groups actually

behave in various circumstances.

'iS
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A NORMATIVE MODEL OF GROUP EFFECTIVENESS

The model of work group effectiveness described in this section is an

attempt to bridge between understanding group behavior (the province of the

descriptive approach just reviewed) and doing something to improve it (the

topic of the final section of this chapter).I 5 The intent of the normative

model is to identify the factors that most powerfully enhance or depress the

task effectiveness of a group, and to do so in a way that increases the

possibility that constructive change can occur. This requires that the

variables used in the model be powerful (i.e., they make nontrivial

differences in how a group performs), potentially manipulable (i.e., it is

feasible to change them in an organization), and accessible (i.e., people can

understand them and use them). Moreover, they must be arranged sensibly: the I
model is not a naturalistic chronological description of what leads to what as

a grcup goes about its work; yet if it is to be useful, it must be plausible.

That is a reasonably tall order, and if we are to have a chance of

filling it, we must be very clear about both the kinds of groups to which the

model applies and what we mean by "group effectiveness."

Scope of the Model

Domain

The normative model focusses exclusively on work groups in organizations.

This means that the model applies only to (a) real groups (that is, intact

social systems complete with boundaries and differentiated roles among

members), (b) groups that have one or more tasks to perform, resulting in

15 !he work of Cummings (e.g., 1978, 19B1) on the design and management of
P :ork groups from a sociotechnical s5ystems perspective has much in common
with what is presented here, although it. comes from a rather different
intellectual tradition. For an overview of that tradition, see Trist

(191)
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discernible and potenti~lly measurable group products, and (c) groups that

operate within an organizational context.

This turns out to be a fairly inclusive statement. The model would

apply, for example, to a group of executives charged with deciding where to

locate a new plant, a team of rank-and-file workers assembling a product, a

group of students writing a case assigned by their instructor, a health care

team tending to the needs of a group of patients, and a group of economists

analyzinc the budgetary implications of a proposed new public policy.

Nonetheless, many sets of people commonly referred to as "groups" are

excluded. Social groups are out (no task), as are reference groups (not an

intact social system), coacting groups (i.e., people who may report to the

same manager but who have their own, individual tasks to perform--no group

task), and freestanding groups (no organizational context).

This statement of domain may seem relatively straightforward, but it

often is difficult to determine what is a real" group, a of rou ...... an

"organizational context.' A more detailed discussion of how these concepts

are used to define the domain of the normative model is provided in the

Appendix to this report.

Group Effectiveness Defined

In conducting experiments on group performance, researchers try to select

tasks for which it is reldtivcly easy to tell how weal a gr'up has perfornrn,:

one can count the number of right answers, or measure how long it takes the

group to finish, or see if the group solved the problem correctly. For teams

in organizations, effectiveness criteria are more complex. Most

organizational tasks do not have clean right-or-wroig answers, for example,

nor do they lend Themselves to quantitative measures that validly indicate how

FI
L _ _
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well a group has done its work. Moreover, one needs to be concerned about

more than raw productivity or decision quality when assessing groups in

organizations. Unlike participants in laboratory experiments (who come in, do

the task, and go home), members of work groups and committees usually continue

to relate to one another long after the group task is completed; what happens

in the work group can substantially affect their willingness (and their

ability) to do so.

For these reasons, we use three criteria to assess team effectiveness.

The first deals with the actual output of the group, the second with the state

of the group as a performing unit, and the third with the impact of the group

experience on individual members.

First, the productive output of the work grouo should meet or exceed the

performance standarls of the people who receive and/or review the output. if

a group's output is not acceptable to its "clien'ts" and/or to managers charged

with evaluating its performance, then it cannot be considered effective. An

effectiveness criterion that relies explicitly on assessments made by

organization members or clients (rather than on "objective" indicc- of

performance) was chcsen for two reasons. First, reliable and valid objective

criteria are available for only a small proportion of work teams in

organizations; to deal only with those teams would radically restrict the

domain of the model. In addition, what Lao; ens to a group and its members

usually depends far more on others' assessments of the arcup's output than on

any objective perforriarce index (even though such assessments may be based, in

part, on whatever objective measures happen to be available).1 6

16 There are, ho'ever, occasions when it rnay not be sensible to rely on client

assessments of a croup's output. Consider, for example, a situation in
which the legitimate clients of the group are seriously disturbed,
ethnocentric, or competitive v-th the group. The very meaning of "good
performance" under these circumstances is problematic.
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Second, the 3ocial processes used in carrying out the work should

maintain or enhance the capability of members to work together on subsequent

team tasks. Some groups operate in such a way that the integrity of the group

as a performing unit is destroyed; the group "burns itself up" in the process

of performing the task. Even if the product of such a group is acceptable, it

would be difficult to argue that the group has been a fully effective

performing unit.

Third, the group experience should, on balance, satisfy rather than

frustrate the personal needs of group members. If the primary effect of group

membership is to keep individuals from doing what they want and need to do, or

if members' predominant reactions to the group experience are disgust and 1
disillusionment, then the costs of gener- ring the group product, at least

those borne by individual members, are probably too high.

1,e irnclusicn of so'-al1 And personal criteria in a defin'tion of

effectiveness is a departure frcrr tradition--as is the use of system-defined

(rather than researcher-defined) assessments of a group's output. Yet the

criteria themselves require neither extraordinary accomplishment nor exemplary 4

social peocesses. All that is necessary is output judged acceptable by those

who teceive it, a team that winds up its work at least as healthy as ".hen it

started , and =---mh-rr5 who are at least as satisfied as they are frustrated by

vhat has transpired. The challenge for researchers and practitioners is to

deveicp w:ays of understanding, designing, and managing groups that help them

meet or exceed these modest standards of team effectiveness.

I
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The Basic Proposition

The normative model presented in the pages that follow rests on the

validity of one Ley proposition. If this proposition is valid (and if its

implications are appropriately developed), it should be possible to explain

why some groups perform better than others, to assess the strengths and

weaknesses of specific groups in organizations, and to determine what needs to

1c2 done to help a group become more effective.

Specifically it is proposed that the overall effectiveness of work

groups in organizations is a joint function of:

-- the level of effort group members collectively expend carrying out task
work,

-- the amount of knowledge and skill members bring to bear on the group
task, and

-- the appropriateness to the task of the performance strategies used by
the group in its work.17

We illl reter to effort, kiro,;leidu aiid skill, and p.r-f strategies

as process criteria of effectiveness. They are the hurdles a grourp must

surmount to be effective. To assess the adequacy of a group's task processes,

then, we might ask: ls the group working hard enough to get the task done

well and on time? Do members have the expertise required to accomplish the

task, and are they using their knowledge and skills efficient)y? HWs the

group developed an a•prpaci to the orh thhat is fully anpronriate for the task

being performed, and are they implementi.ng that strategy well?

17 For example, a group might decide to divide itself into t-wo subgroups, each
of w.-hich wnuld do part of the overall task, vith the final product to be
as.°cmbled later. Or it mlgant choose to free associate about task solutions
"in the first meeting, reflect for a week about the ideas that came up. and
tihen meet to draft the product. Or it might decide to spend cons:derable
time checking and rec_,cking for errors after learrning that its client
cares a great deal about prod;ct jmu-l ity. Al! of these are choices about
ta�' nerformaice s5tateg'v.

II
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Answers to these questions provide useful diagnostic data about a group's

strengths and weaknesses as a performing unit, and they should enable us to

predict with some confidence a group's eventual performance effectiveness.

But, as strongly implied by research on interventions that focus exclusively

on improving group processes, direct. attempts to manipulate a group's standing

on the process criteria (e.g., by exhortation or instruction) are likely to

fail.

A more promising approach is to design and manage a group so that task-

effective gi 2-p processes emerge naturally. Several featurea of the group and

its context potentially can lead to imprcvements in a group's level of effort,

its application of member knowledge and skill, and the appropriateness of its

task performance strategies. In particular, we will examine the impact of the
L

following three classes of variaoles on each of the process criteria:' 8

-- The desion of the group as a performrng unit: the structure of the
group task, the composition of the group, and group iJoLm• that L'egulA-atE

member behavior.

-- The organizational context of the group: the reward, education, and
information systems that influence the group, and the material
resources that are put at the group's disposal.

-- Group synergy resulting from members' interactions as they carry out
the task.19

Throughout, we will emphasize aspects of group design, context, and

synergy that foster botil lyh cjAlity task beh6Vior n VCT. tal tCon

effectiveness. After completing this analysis, we will explore ,,:ays of

1 For simplicity, feedback loops among classes of variables in the framework
(e.g., how the organizational context may change in response to a team's
level of effectiveness) are not shown or discussed here.

29 As app'lied to group behavior in this chspter, syneray refers to group-level
phenomena that (a) emerge from the interac:ion among members and (b) affect
how well a g:oup :. able to deal v•ith tl.e demands and opportunities in its
mp. rformance situation.

, !
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assessing the standing of a group on the variables in the normative model, and

speculate about the implications of the model for the creation and management

of work teams in organizations. 2 0

Conditions that Support Effort

Group members are most likely to work hard on their task if (a) the task

itself is moti-vationally engaging, (b) the organizational reward system

provides challenging -erformance objectives and reinforces their achievement,

and (c) interaction among members minimizes "social loafing" and instead

promotes a shared commitment among members to the team and it.; work. These

factors are illustrated in Figure 3 and discussed below.

Design of the Group -1
We would expect a group to w:ork especially hard on its task when the

following conditions are met:

-- The group task eýuires ninLbe LtO use a variety of "elativc" bh
level skills.

-- The group task is a whole and meaningful piece of work, with a visible
outcome.

-- The outcomes of the group's work on the task have significant
consequences for other people (e.g., other organization members or
external clients).

-- The task provides group members with substantial autonomy for deciding
about how they do the work--in effect, the group "owns" the task and is
responsiblcl fc- thc oroucms

-- Work on the task generates regular, trust-worthy feedback about how well

the group is performing.

If a group task neets these criteria, it is likely that members will

experience their work as meaningful, they will feel collectively responsible

for the produ.cts they create, and tney will know, on a more or less continuous

20 Some of the material that follows is adapted from Hackman .nd Oldham, 1980,

Ch. 7-8.
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basis, how they are doing. And, extrapolating from Hackman and Oldham's model

of individual task motivation (1980, Ch. 4), a group task with these

properties should result in high built-in motivation for a group to try hard

to do well (see, for example, Wall and Clegg, 1981).

This emphasis on the group task runs counter to traditional wisdom about

motivated work behavior. One often hears managers report that some group is

"filled with lazy [or hard-working] people," or that group members "have a

norm of not working very hard [or of always giving their best]." It is true

that people have different chronic energy levels, but there is not much one

can do about that. And while norms do emerge in groups that encourage

especially high or low effort, such norms usually develop as a reaction to how

things are set up, as a means of coping with the group task and work

situation.

Thus, if a group's work is routine and unchallenging, of dubious

importance, and ,:holly preprogrammed with no opportunity for feedback, members

are likely to deve2lop anti-productivity norms. But if a group task is

challenging, important to the organization or its clients, "owned" by the

group, and consequential for group members, then a norm encouraging high

effort on the task is likely to emerge. Improving the design of a group's

"work is usually a better way to foster high collective effort than directly

addlressing group norms about rroductivity.

Organizational Context

A supportive organizational reward system can reinforce the motivational

benefits of a w.ell-design.ed team task, and a poorly structured reward system

can undermine and erode those benefits. Reward systems that support high

effort by •:oGk teams t'end to ha.'e the following three features.

, I=
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Challenging, specific performance objectives. There is a great deal of

research evidence that goal-directed effort is greater when a group accepts

moderately difficult performance objectives and receives feedback about its

progress in attaining those objectives (Zander, 1971; 1980). When the

organization specifies a challenging performance target (e.g., a date by which

the work must be done, the number of items to be produced, a quality level to

be achieved), members often mobilize their efforts to achieve that target.

Objectives, however, should supplement rather than replace task-based

motivation. A group is unlikely to persist in working toward challenging

objectives if its task is inherently frustrating and aliencting.

Positive consequences for excellent performance. A reward system that

recognizes and reinforces excellent group performance can complement and

amplify the motivational incentives of a well-designed group task. People

tend to engage in behaviors that are rewarded, and people in groups are no

exception (Glaser & Klaus, 1966). Which specific kinds of rewards will work

best, of course, depends on what group members value. Sometimes simple recog-

nition of excellence will be appropriate; other times, more tangible rewards

will be needed. But whatever the content of the consequences, their impact

on team effort will be greater if members understand that they are contingent

on performance--i.e., that the group will receive them only if it earns them

by performing well.

Rewards and objectives that focus on group, not individual, behavior.

When rewards are given to individuals based on managers' judgments about who

has contributed most to a group product, dissension and conflict often develop

within the group. This is the dilemma of the athletic coach, who must try to

motivate the team as a whole vhile simultaneously cultivating and reinforcing
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individual performance. And it is a problem routinely faced by managers of

work teams in organizations where the reward system has traditionally focussed

on the identification and recognition of excellent individual performers.

The destructive effects of rewarding individual contributions rather than

team performance can be considerable. Therefore, if it is not feasible to

provide performance-contingent rewards to the group as a unit, it may be

better to base rewards on the performance of even larger groups (such as a

department or division), or not to use contingent rewards at all, than to

invite the divisiveness that can develop when members of a team are put into

competition with one another for scarce and valued rewards (Lawler, 1981).

Group Synergy

Group synergy can contribute to effective task behavior in two ways.

First, group members can find innovative ways to avoid "process losses," and

thereby minimize waste and misuse of members' time, enercy and talent.

Second, men bers can interact synergistically to create new internal resources

that can be used in their work, capabilities that did not exist before the

group created them. Process losses and synergistic gains that affect how much

effort a group applies to Its task are discussed below.

Minimlzing coordination and motivation losses. There are always some

"overhead costs" to be paid when groups perform tasks. The need to coordinate

mnember -ctivities, for example, takes time and energy away from productive

%,ork, resulting in a level of actual productivity that is less than what

theoretically would be possible with optimum use of member resources (Steiner,

1972). In addition, group productivity often is compromised by what Steiner

terms "motivation decrements" and what Latane (e.g., Latane, Williams &

Harkins, 1979) has called "ýocial loafing." As groups ciet larger, the amount

_____
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of effort each member contributes to the group task decreases--perhaps because

each individual feels less responsible for the outcome than would be the case

in a smaller group or if one person were doing the task alone.

Some groups suffer much greater coordination and motivation losses than

others. And group members can cultivate process skills that help them behave

in ways that minimize such losses. Eut if the group is large or if the task

is ill defined or alienating, it may be impossible for the group to avoid

serious coordination and mot!.ation losses.

Creating shared commitment to the team and its work. Some groups show

great "spirit": everyone is committed to the team, proud of it, and willing

to work hard to make it one of the best. When individuals value their

membership in the group and find it rewarding to work collaboratively with

their teammates, they may work considerably harder than they would otherwise.

i:anagers often engage in group-building activities (such as encouraging

members of an ongoing team to give the group a name, to decorate their work

area, or to participate in an athletic league as a team) in the hope of

increasing members' commitment to the group and their vilJingness to work

especially hard on the group task.2'

Commitment to a team sometimes can result in high effort on the grcup

task even when objective performance conditions are highly unfavorable (e.g.,

a team that develops a "can do" attitude and comes to view each new: adversity

as yet another challenge to be met). It is questionable, however, whether

such commitment is sustainable if per'formAnce condi-tions remain poor (e.g., a

frustrating or alienating group task, or a revard system that does not

recognize excellen:e).

21 Such activities are not risk-free. "Team spirtt" can evolve intto group

ethnocentrism and can prompt dysfurctional competiticn and conflict bet•:eef
groups.

- •
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Conditions that Support Knowledge and Skill

A group is most likely to bring sufficient talent and expertise to bear

on its task when (a) the group has an appropriate number of members with a

good mix of skills, (b) the education system of the organization offers

training or consultation as needed to supplement members' existing knowledge,

and (c) group interaction avoids inappropriate "weighting" of members'

contributions and instead fosters sharing of expertise and collective

learning. These factors are illustrated in Figure 4 and discussed below.

Design of the Group

A grcup's composition is the most important condition affecting the

amount of knowledge and skill members apply to their task. Well-composed

groups have the following four characteristics.

Individual members have high task-relevant expertise. The most efficient

way to make sure a group has the expertise it needs for its work is simply to

ashiun Lalented individuals to it. Inis seemingly obvious principle, however,

is not alvays straightforward in practice. Even when people with ample task-

relevant knowledge and skill are available, they may be overlooked--for

example, when groups are composed with only political considerations in mind.

This can result in a team whose members cover all the right bases, but one

that Is not capable of carrying out well the work it was created to do.

^hc grcup is iust l,•>ci, enaougih to do tic wouk. if a task requires four

se!ts of hands, then there should be four people in the group--but no more than

that. The research literature offers abundant evidence documenting the

dysfunctions that occur in large groups (see Steiner, 1972, Ch. 4 for a

LI
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review), and establishing the advantages of groups that are slightly smaller

than what the task technically requires (Wicker, Kirmeyer, Hanson & Alexander,

1976). Yet large work groups (especially decision-making committees) are

widely used in organizations. Often the decision to put additional people in

a group allows managers to avoid difficult personnel choices or sensitive

political issues (e.g., how to involve a department in the work of a task

force on which it has no representatives), but the cost may be losses in the

quality of the group product and the efficiency with which it is produced.

Members have interpersonal as well as task skills. If a group task is

well designed (i.e., it provides the group -onsiderable autonomy in managing a

challenging piece of work), then at least moderate interpersonal skills are

required to bring the task skills of members to bear on the group's

w..ork--especially if members are diverse (i.e., they come from different

demographic groups, represent different organizational units, or have

divergent personal views on the matter at hand). Some individual' hAvie ]ittle

ccmpetence in w:orking collaboratively w:ith other people, especially if those

people differ from themselves in important ,:ays. Even one or two ich

individuals can significantly impede the ability of a group to bring members'

expertise effectively to bear on the group task.

Me__ibership is moderately diverse. Members of an excessively homogeneous

group may get along well together but lack the resources needed to perform the

task because the members essentially replicate one another. An excessively

he-erogeneous group, on the other hand, may hive a rich complement of talent

within the group, but be unable to use that talent well because members are so

diverse in values or perspective that they cannot work together e- .ectively.

The aspiration In comncsinr a group Is to strike just the right ha"l ri:'

L

.5-_ _ _
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between homogeneity and heterogeneity: members should have a variety of

talents and perspectives, yet be similar enough that they can understand and

coordinate with one another. 2 2

Organizational Context

Sometimes a group has within its bounds all the knowledge and skill

needed for optimum task performance. More commonly, there are aspects of the

work for which additional talent or expertise would be helpful. The

educational system of the organization can play a useful role in helping the

group obtain the outside expertise it needs for its work.

For this potential to be realized, two conditions must be met. First,

relevant educational resources (which can include technical consultation as

well as training) must exist somewhere in the organization. Second, some sort

of "delivery system" must be In place to make those resources accessible to

the croup. This may not be a simple matter for rank-and-file teams in

oraar.izations %.here emplcvees have never had the ric~ht to call on staff

tesources.

The particular kind of assistance required .ill, of course, depend on

both the task requirements and the specific nec.s of the 7roup. And the

appropriate form of the assistance will vary as well. Sometimes a one-shot

technical consultation will suffice; sometimes, a continuing consulting

relationship will be needed; and sometimes a traininin program for group

members will be more appropriate, to build the relevant expertise into the

aroup itself. Whatever Tl,. content of the assistance an6 the vehicle used to

provide it the role of the educational system is the same: to help groups

2 A number of schooras have exami-ned the impact of mernber compatibility on
task behavior &-nd recforn-ante. See, fcr example, 5elbin (193l); Hewett
O'Brien and Horrnk ,i1974,; and Schutz (1958; 1961).
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that do not have the full complement of knowledge and skill required for

excellent task performance obtain it.

Group Synergy

Minimizing :..nappropriate weighting of member contributions. The

knowledge and skill of group members can be wasted if the group solicits and

weights contributitns in a way that is incongruent with members' expertise--as

when the credence given a member's idea depends on such task-ir.-elevant

considerations as his or her demographic attributes (e.g., gender, ethnicity,

or age) or behavioral style (e.g., talkativeness or verbal dominance). This

process loss has been 4ell documented in the research literature (e.g.,

Johnson & Torcivia, 1967; Thomas & Fink, 1961; Torrance, 1954). Groups often

have trouble assessing ,,hich members have the special expertise needed for the

task, and they appear tc have even more difficulty explicitly acknowledging

these differences and weighting members' contributions in accord with them.

To the extenrt a yr cup is able to m2n2mize this problem, it will Lakt better

advantage of the expertise that was put In the group when it was composed.

Fostering collective learning. When members of a group interact in ways

that help them learn from one another, they can increase the total pool of

talent available for task work--a synergistic cain from group interaction.

The practice of "cross-train..ng," often encouraged in autonomous work groups

in ir.dustry, is an exaiaple of such behavior, as drt r ie fonma . a.t.viýi.

that invdAve the sharing of knoledge, expertise, and experience among

members. A group that orients itself to collective learning and whose members

share wIhat is learned with each other should be far better able to exploit the

educational resources of an organization than a group that takes a 'aissez-

faire stance toward the development of its internal talent.

_ _
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Conditions that Support Appropriate Performance Strategies

The likelihood that the group will employ a task-appropriate performance

strategy increases when (a) group norms support explicit assessment of the

performance situation and active consideration of alternative ways of

proceeding with thb work, (b) the information system of the organization

provides members with the data they need to assess the situation and evaluate

alternative strategies, and (c) group interaction results in little "slippage"

when performance plans are executed and instead prompts creative new ideas

about ways to proceed with the work. These factors are illustrated in Figure

5 and discussed below.

Design of the Group

Group members typically reach agreement about how they will go about

performing their task relatively ear-y in their time together. Indeed, for

familitit tasks, r,,eflbers may not tall; about thcir strategy at all-, ---nce'- , "

obvious to everyone how-; the task should be done. Once a s'trategy is agreed

to, whether implicitly or explicitly, members tend to behave in accord with it

and enforce adherence to it (March & Simon, 1958, Ch. 6). Performance

strategies thus become part of the fabric of the group, a "given" that 's no

more open to question than the task of the group or who is in the group.

hcz specific .tr.tecies that ,ill be most appropr2Ate for A givonn cgroun

depends both on the task to be done and on the imperatives and resources in

the performance situation. No "one best strategy" can be specified in advance

for most task-performing groups in organizations. It is possible, however, to

build group norms that increase the likelihood that members will develop task-

appropriate performance strategies and execute them well. Such norms have the

t',:o properties discussed below, thi- fi:st being a prerequisite for the

IA
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second.
2 3

Group norms support self-regulation. Behavior in some groups is soPJ
chaotic and subject to individual whim as to approach anarchy. Such groups

are unlikely to be able to execute any performance strategy in an orderly

fashion, even one that has been specified in detail by management. Thus, a

normative structure that enables a group to regulate member behavior is

essential to the efficient execution of performance strategies. This requires

that behavioral norms be sufficiently crystallized (i.e., members have

consensus about them) and intense (i.e., compliance results in substantial

approval or avoidance of substantial (.sapproval by other members) that

individuals will wish to behave in accord with them (Jackson, 1965).

Group norms support situation scanning and strategy planning. Groups

that actively assess the demands and opportunities in the performance

situation, and consider 5evetul alternative w•y: of proceeding witb the work,

tend to develop more appropriate performance strategies than groups that do

not (Hackman, Erousseau & Weiss, i•76; Maier, 1963). Yet such activities tendFz not to take place spontaneously. Instead, it appears that the general

disinclination of group members to "talk about process" extends even to

discussions about how the work of the group will be carried uut. 4

a wsare bproe (orr ied p out. l) o

SFollovkng Jacson (-•5), norms are conceptualized as structural features

of a croup that summarize mnembers' shared approval (or c•isapproval) of

various behaviors. N~orms simplify group influence processes because they
make it possible for m.mbers to count on certain things being done, and
other things not being done. For more detailed discussion of how norms
st-ucture and channel. behavior in a group, see Hackman (1976).

24 Sporitaneous strategy pianning does, of course, occur if a task is so novel

that members are at a loss about ho4 to proceed vath it, and is generally
more likely when the task is unfamil-ar.

S _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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For this reason, it is necessary somehot to prompt or encourage group

members to engage in situation scanning and strategy planning activities.

Group norms provide an efficient and powerful way to accomplish this. Such

norms focus attention on opportunities and constraints that might otherwise be

overlooked and make it difficult for members to fall into familiar or habitual

patterns of behavior that may be inappropriate for the particular task at

hand.
2 S

Group norms governing performance processes can be established when a

group is first formed or introduced during a hiatus in the work when members

are ready to reconsider how they operate as a team. Regardless of how and

when they are developed, the norms that guide a group's performance processes

are an important structural feature of the group--an aspect of group design

that often has been overlooked by both scholars and managers interested in

work team effectiveness.

Organizatinal ContextII

The information system of an organization is critical to a group's

ability to plan and execute a task-appropriate performance strategy. If a

group cannot obtain clear information about its performance situation, or if

it does not have access to data about the likely outcomes of alternative

approaches to the task, it may develop a way of p-oceeding that seems

reasonable to group membe:s but that turns out, when executed, to be grossly

inappropriate.

25 This analysis presumes that a team has at least some latitude for planning
its own strategy. Usually this is the case. In some groups, ho'.ever,
behavior is so completcly preprogrammed or closely supervised that members
have essentially ro st-aegy choices to make. For such groups, there is
little need for a norm supporting scanning and planning, since those
act:vities are someo,.e else's responsibility. All that is needed is the
orde-i)': execution of the strategy that has beer, supplievd. The amplications
of CIVnu10 a tear. the authority to de._ise its ow.n strategies (rather than
reserving that authority for management) are ezplored later in this
chapter.
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Clarity about the parameters of the performance situation. To develop a

task-appropriate performance strategy, a group needs a relatively clear map of

the performance situation. Of special importance is information about (a)

task requirements and constraints that may limit strategic options, (b) the

material resources that are available for use, and (c) the people who will

receive, review, and/or use the group product--and the standards they are

likely to employ in assessing its adequacy.

Access to data about likely consequences of alternative strategies. The

information system also should make available to a group the data and analytic

tools members need to compare and evaluate the probable consequences of

alternative performance strategies. Consider, for example, a manufacturing

team that is attempting to decide how to approach a complex assembly task.

one possibility might be a cyclic strategy, in which all members build

components for a period of time, then assemble final products (producing a

relative flood of output), followed by another component-building period, and

so on. How would this strategy compare to one in w1hich some members build

compone,1ts continuously .:hile others are dedicated to final assembly? To

choose between these strategies, the group needs information about the timing

of demand for their oroduct, the availability of space for storing components

and completed products, and the cost of obtaining and holding parts for use in

batch component production. It would be quite risky for a group to choose a

strategy without data about such matters.

"Ho, much information a group needs depends in part on how much latitude

it has to manage its own affairs. Grcups that have the authority to invent

their own strategies and manage their own performance processes %;ill need

L _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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relatively complete data on both the parameters of the performance situation

and the likely consequences of alternative ways of proceeding. Groups with

less authority for setting their own directions will have less need for such

data.

Managers who control access to performance-relevant information must make

sure that data needed by a team are realistically available to it. This is

not always easy: the relevant data may not exist, they may be costly to

obtain, or the manager may be unable to convince his or her colleagues that it

is appropriate to share with the group politically or competitively sensitive

information. In such circumstances, the group needs to know that--i.e., that

it will have to make do with imperfect or incomplete data.26 Care also must be

taken not to flood the group with excess or irrelevant information, data

members must process buL for which they have no present use. Some

... :^minimize this risk by initially providing teams only with basic

data about the parameters of the performance situation and a guide to other

information that is available. The group has the responsibility for decid~ng

what additional data it requires and for determining when and how to obtain

Group Synergy

-Iirnirniag slippage in stritegy implementation. Plans are never

perfectly implemented--there is al,,•as a slip or two, somethinc' that wastes or

misdirects the time and energy of group members, compromising even well-

conceived plans. To the extent a group minimizes this process loss, the

a Particularly unfortunate are occasions when a manager deliberately
withholds performance-relevant informaticn from a group, to make sure the
group remarns dependent on him or her. While this may preserve a manager's
feelings cf personal power, it can reýilt in inappropriate performance
strategies and needlessly poor team performance.
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opportunities provided by norms that foster strategy planning and by a

supportive information system can be well used. But if slippage is high, the

group may fail to exploit even a highly favorable performance situation.Z7

Creating innovative strategic plans. On the positive side, groups can

develop ways of interacting that occasionally result in truly original or

insightful ways of proceeding with the work. For example, a group might find

a way to exploit some resources that everyone else has overlooked, it might

invent a way to get around a seemingly insurmountable performance obstacle, or

it might come up with a novel way to generate ideas for solving a difficult

problem. When group members get in the habit of thinking creatively about how

they will do their work, interesting and useful ideas can emerge--ideas that

did not exlst before the group invented them.

Overview and Summary

An overview of the normative model is presented in Figure 6. it shows

three major points of leverage for fostering group effectiveness: (a) the

design of the group as a performing unit, (b) the suppo!'ts provided by the

organizational cc-text in which the group operates, and (c) the synergistic

outcomes of the interaction among group members. The contributions of each of

these classes of variables are summarized briefly below.

27 One particularly virulent form of this process loss bears special mention.
Members of some groups collude with each other in a way that makes it
impossible ever to implement performance plans. Such a group may have
ample information about the performance situation, and develop a fully
task-appropriate performance strategy. But once the plans are complete
they are ignored. When members reconvene, they develop new plans and a new
resolve, and the cycle repeats Itself. The group acts as if a good
strategy is all that is neeided for team effectiveness, and its inevitable
faliures are always well-vrappe'i in new and better plans for the future.
This k-nd of syr~:rgy often is dr-ven by unconscious forces, it is not
uncommon in grcups that have high-,-rss-ure work environments, and it can be
lethal to team effectivearess.

, !
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Design. The design of a group--task structure, group composition, and

group norms--should promote effective task behavior and lessen the chances

that members will encounter built-in obstacles to good performance; While a

good group design cannot guarantee competent group behavior, it does create

conditions that make it easier and more natural for task-effective behaviors

to emerge and persist.

Context. The organizational context of a group--the reward, education,

and information systems of the organization--should support and reinforce the

design features. A supportive organizational context gives a group what it

needs to exploit the potential of a good basic design (although it probably

cannot compensate for a fundamentally flawed design). An unsupportive

organizational context can easily undermine the positive features of even a

well-designed team. Excellent group performance requires both a good design

for the team and a supportive organizational context.

Figvre 6 shows one important contextual feature not previously discussed:

the material resources recuired to do the work. If a group lacks the tools,

equipment, space, raw materials, money, or human resources it needs, its

performance surely will suffer--even if it stands high on the process criteria

of effectiveness. A talented, %well-motivated production team, for example,

will not perform well if the raw materials it needs to make its products are

not av.ailable, or if production tools are unsatisfactory. Similarly, a

committee formed to select a new agency manager cannot be successful if there

are no qualified candidates available. And a group that provides human

services to clients may have perfo--mance problems if members' work stations

are so spread about that they cannot coordinate their activities, or if money

0
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is so scarce that needed support staff cannot be obtained. 26

Synergy. Group synergy "tunes" the impact of design and contextual

factors. Positive synergy--that is, when the synergistic gains from group

interaction exceed group process losses--can help a group cvercome the

limitations of a poor performance situation (e.g., a badly designed group task

or an unsupportive reward system). And if performance conditions are

favorable, positive synergy can help a group exploit the opportunities those

conditions provide. Negative synergy, when process losses exceed synergistic

gains, has opposite effects. It can amplify the negative impact of a poor

performance situation, and it can prevent a group from taking advantage of

favorable circumstances. The relationship between performance conditions

(i.e., the group design and the organizational context) and group synergy are

illustrated In Figure 7.29

The nornmati'v'e model that has been discussed in this section specifies a

number of factors that should be present if a group is to perform well. It

does not say how the strengths and weaknesses of a group can be assessed, nor

does it specify what managers can do to create an effective work group. we

turn to these questions next.

28 The importance of mundane aspects of the performance situation such as
these are increasingly being recognized as critical to effective work
pertormarce (see, :or example, Peters & O'Conncr, 180. arid Peters,
O'Ccnnoiz & Rudolf, 1980). To ove-look them is to jeopardize the effort
expendec to design a team well and provide it with appropriate contextual
supports.

29 Although performance conditions and group synergy are placed on separate
axes in the figure, they are not independent: positive synergy is more
likely under favorable conditions, and negative synergy is more likely
under unfavorable conditions. Thus performance spirals can develop. For
example, good gr-oup ptrforirance car. lead to management decisiors that
improv'e the a:-ouz's performance si.tuation, which promotes positive synergy,
'hich results in even better perfor.mance, and so on. Equally plausible is

a negative spiral, in which poor perfcrmarnce begets orgarn:zatlonal
"tiGhtenrin up," resulting in negative synergy, and so on.

I i



PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS
(Group Design and Organizational Context)
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Figure 7. Consequences for task behavior of the interaction
between performance conditions and group synergy
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TOWARD AN ACTION MODEL FOR IMPROVING GROUP EFFECTIVENESS

The normative model has helped us understand what should be present for a

group to perform well. We now turn to some issues that arise in attempting to

create those conditions. We will examine (a) the diagnosis of 4ork teams,

with special emphasis on assessing group task demands and the amount of

authority groups have to manage their own affairs, (b) the creation and

development of new work groups, and (c) requirements for the behavior of group

managers.

Ultimately we need a theory of action that deals explicitly w.ith

implementing the prescriptions of the normative model (Argyris, 1980; 1983).

Such a theory would recognize the fact that many group phenomena are the

product of multiple, interdependent factors, a kind of causation not well

handled by traditional scholarly paradigms in social and organizational

psychology. A theory of action would address the development of task-oriented

groups over time, and suggest ways to encourage self-reinforcing spirals of

increasing effectiveness (and to avoid spirals of decreasing effectiveness).

And it would give explicit attention to w¢ays authority can be used to empow:er

groups and support competent group behavior. While much remains to be

learned, the following discussion should at least provide some leaJs north

pursuing in developing a true action model of group effectiveness.35

Diagnostic Use of the jcr'mative Model

If a normative model is to be useful in designing, managing and

consulting to work groups in organizations, it must be possible to assess the

standing cf work teams on the mode3-specified concepts. The model described

3C For a skeptacal vzew of the value of pursuing this objective, see Goodman,

Atkin arnd Raviin (1952).
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above, for example, allows one to determine what aspects of a group's design,

context and process are strongest, and where improvement is most needed. Such

an assessment can be made either informally (e.g., by a manager seeking a

quick diagnosis of the assets and liabilities of a team) or more

systematically (e.g., for research purposes, or in preparing for a planned

intervention) .31

This kind of diagnosis can point to possible interventions for improving

group effectiveness. One might discover, for example, that a given group is

working hard on its task and using a fully appropriate performance strategy,

but that members frequently make substantive mistakes and errors of judgment

in their work. One would then look carefully at the composition of the group,

the educational and consultative resources available to it, and its methods ol

assessi.ng, weighting and applying the knowledge and skills of its members.

Some additional information about a group and its work is required, i
however, to make sure that an intervention is appropriate. Specifically, one

needs to know (a) w:hat aspects of the group's design, context, and behavior F
are most critical to effectiveness for the specific work being done, and (b)

who has the authority to make changes in those aspects of the performance

situation. Without such information, one risks taking actions that miss the F
mark because they deal with the v'rong things or the wrong people.

Critical Task Demands

What is key to ciroup effectiveness for one task can be totally itrelevant

for another. Consider, for example, a team of park maintenance workers. Its

performance w'ill depend mostly on the effort members put into their work. No

31 A strategy for a-sessinv the standing of a group on these concepts using
multiple methods is under development; for a preview of these methods, see
i-ackman (i952).

"I
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special knowledge and skill is required (the work is mainly raking and picking

up debris), nor is there much room for team decision-making about performance

strategy. The success of an advertising team developing an idea for a new

campaign, on the other hand, may depend far more on performance strategy and

on knowledge and skill than on effort. Different tasks have different

critical lemands, and orient attention to different process criteria of

effeti z:ess. 3 2

Interventions should focus on the factors that "ost powerfully affect a

aroup's standing cn whatever process criteria are critical for the task being

performed. So, for the park worker:;, special attention should be given to the

motivtional properties of the group task, to the organizational reward

system, And to group processes that affect member coordination and team

spirit. For 'he advertising workers, on the other hand, attention should

focus onr those asp•rts ef group desnr., context, and syneray that can improve

-i group's use of k eD-, arnd skill'and ta.e appropriateness of its

performance strategy.

All three process criteria are salient, at least to some degree, for most

tasks done by groups in organizations. et one or two of them usually are

esOecially important to team effectiveness a particular case. By focussing

on the design and contextual factors assoclited with these criteria, managers

can impro.'ve the yleid f :cm the ilmited timE they have to spend on team design

and r .3gtnent.

32 :hke _iea of cha:acter'izin tasF:s Ln terms of their critical demands

criginated with Roby and Lanzetta (1958). Herold (1978) has developed a
strateg. for assessing task derands that has direct impli(,ationS for
inter';entions intended to Improve group effect lvirness. In brief, the
apptoa-h anrvoes separate reasutement cf the social complexity and the
techrncal comp 2e-itv cf task Iequirements. Interventions, uhich are
selected cn t',! Las.s of te task analys.,2 hoEp the grup deal with the
rost cn3iier.2~ :-7c1 aspects cf its wojk.

I,
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It is not always simple, however, to analyze the critical demands of a

group task and to trace their implications for team design and management.

Thus, the present approach contrasts with the relatively casual and intuitive

style of team management often practiced in contemporary organizations. The

hope is that the extra thought and effort required will, in fact, result in

groups that perform better than those designed and managed in traditional

ways.

Distribution of Authority

The appropriate focus of an intervention also depends on how authority is

distributed in the organization--specifically, who is responsible for managing

what aspects of the performance situation. Who, for example, has

responsibility for the routine monitoring and management of group performance

processes? Who has respons.bility for creating and fine-tuning the design of

the group? Who has responsib-lity for structuring and managing the

performance context?

"7he division of authorlty betv,:een the group and management varies from

organization to organization, and from group to group VIthin an organization.

Three typlcal configurations are illustrated In Figure 8. As will be seen,

the targets of action intended to improve team effectiveness are quite

different for the three configurations.

ianacer-led'.-:ork tears. These teams have respon:ibiLlity Only for the

actual execu::on of thelr assigned work. Ilanagement is respcnslble for

monitoring and managing cerformarce processes (i.e., taking any action needed

to change ,hat is being done or how it is being done): for designing the group

as a oerforming unit (i.e., structuring the group task, composing the group,

and setting basic norms of acceptable behavior); and for structuring the

q
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Figure 8. Authority of three illustrative types of work groups
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organizational context in which the group functions (i.e., establishing

supportive reward, education, and information systems).

r Examples of manager-led groups include a military squad continuously

provided with detailed instructions by the sergeant, and a crew of flight

attendants whose duties have been choreographed in advance by planners and

whose execution of these duties is monitored by an in-flight supervisor. How

well a manager-led team performs depends much more on management than on

decision-making by the group itself.

Self-managing work groups. For theL groups, management has

responsibility for the organizational context and for the design of the group

as a performing unit. Group members are responsible for monitoring and

managing their ovn performance processes, as well as for actually executing

the task. Examples include a faculty search comm.ittee, many "autonomous work

teams" in inouitry, and a managerial task force charged with the design of a

new compensation s'stem. Ho-: well a self-manzginc group perfor-ms depends both

"on the 4uality of the team design and organizational context provided by

management and on the competence of the group in managing and executing its

work.

Self-designing work groups. For these groups, management has

responsibility only for the team's organizational context. Group members are

responsible for the desian of their team (i;ncluding structuring their task,

deciding who will join or leave the group, and evol, ing their own norms to

guide decision making about performance processe0), as ,,ell as for the

management and execution of work on the task.

Tor, managemrent groQps and boerds of directors usually are relatively

self-desicnina in cha-ra:ter altho:ui the mejor portion of their performance

Ii
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context tyvpically is external to the organization). Self-designing groups are

found less frequently in the middle and lower regions of traditional

organizations. Examples include a mature autonomous work team that has earned

the right to revise its own design (e.g., to hire new members, to alter its

task if necessary, and so on), and a labor-management "quality of work life

committee" with a broad mandate to bring some people together to generate

programs for improving organizational life, How well a self-designing group

performs, obviously, depends much less on management than on the group

itself. 33

Summary. An organization that chooses to form manager-led work groups is

essentially betting that a manager can run things more effectively than group

members can; if it is believed that the group itself can do the job better, a

self-designing grLoip would be appropriate; and if shared control over the

performanze situation and perfoupjnce prCzesSes seems optimal, a self-managing

group would be chosen.

A manager or interventionist interested in improving team effectiveness

should attend carefully to the way authority is allocated between a work group

and its manager. To aim an intervention properly, one needs to know who has

authority over %..hat aspects of the performance situation. Moreover, it is

important to assess how appropriate the distrlbution of authority is for the

work to be done, and for the organizational culture within which the group

exists. Sometimes the level of authority a group needs to do its work vell

3 There alsc are a few: groups, largely in cooperative or v:orker-owned
enterprises, .:nase me-rmbers ha.'e resr.,isiLility for ill aspects of the
perforra;rnce situation, ir,cluding 6-ciding their c'.,n purpose and
estlbishi1hg their own _,ork context.. Although rarely fould in. traditional
Inzdstria1 fzirrs or r.utli-c b5reaucracs, such groups are good 1aLoratories
fr learning about th,_- ,!ob!rms an•d z•r i tur~ties associated witi, very 1.igi,
levels of group au'oI.DIIw.

!I
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will conflict with organizational norms or standard organizational practices.

In such cases, implementing a good team design may involve negotiating a

redistribution of authority within the organizational unit--something not to

be undertaken lightly.

Guidelines for Creating Work Teams

What are the implications of the normative model for :reating effective

teams? The quick answer, of course, is that teams should be set up so that

they rank high on each of the variables in the model. But that is more easily

said than done, and creating an effective team usually involves difficult

choices among design alternatives.

Four stages in creating and developing work groups are discussed below.

Within each stage, certain questions must be answered, one way or another, as

a group is designed and built. The ncrm3tive model provides some possible

d115ieSLs the~se q'istos an -c --:11 refer to as ve pro'-Feed.

But the choice of the question format (rather than specifying fixed steps to

be followed, for example) is deliberate. There are many ways to structure and

manage a team, and one must actively think about and select among the

available alternatives at each choice point. It is both inevitable and

appropriate that these decisions will be guided as much by cultural, political

and technclzgical realitie as by any normative model of teim effectiveness.

Stage One: Prework

When a decision or task arises in an organization, managers often

reflexively form a committee or create a task force to handle it. And the

group sometimes turns out not to be a very good device for doing what needs to

be done. A hit of thought before a gcoup is created can decrease the

I, I
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likelihood that a team will be formed when it should not be, and improve the

design of those teams that are created.

The objective in the prework phase is to establish the basic parameters

of the performance situation: the nature of the work to be done, the

feasibility of using a group to do it, and the appropriate partitioning of

authority and responsibility between the group and its managers.

Question 1: What is the task? Sometimes nobody knows: not the group,

and not the person who created the group. It is, of course, virtually

impossible to design and support a group well if one does not know what it is

supposed to accomplish. And, for group members, a vague and obscure task

invites frustration and conflict. It is hard to excuse a manager who creates I
a group without a clear purpose. 3 4

in some cases, the group is a deliberate sham. It may have been formed

simply to give ancry people a setting In which to blow cff steam, for example.

Or it may have been assigned a decision-making task to buy time while the real

decision-makers make their moves behind the scenes. Or it may have been

created solely to provide a platform for a politically important manager to

have his or her say. In other words, groups often serve organizatioral

purposes other than getting work done. Such uses, of course, can lessen the

credibility of future groups that do have important tasks to accomplish. in

any event, we are concerned here only with groups created with the expectation

that they wili achieve excellent performance. And to design and manage these

groups well requires that one be clear about what is to be accomplished.

3' This does r.. t imply that one can always be clear what needs to be done in
an organiz5zion. It _s perfectly reasonable, for example, to ask a group
to "Figure out %:what is going on in area Z, and glve me your views about
It." That thren becomes the group task, and the group can be structured and
managed in a way that helps it do a good job of researching the question
and preparing a report about ,.hat it learns.

A
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Question 2: What are the critical task demands? What must the group do

to accomplish its task well and on time? Does the task require great effort?

Complex knowledge or skills? Careful attention to choices about performance

strategy (as in a rapidly changing environment, for example)? The answers to

these questions should have a significant bearing on the design of the group

and the focus of managerial attention once it is under way.

Question 3: Will the group be manage;-led, self-managqng, or self-

designing? Given the task and its demands, how much authority does the group

need? Can that level of authority be provided, given the cultural and

political realities of the organization? Are group members willing and able

to operate on those terms? Might it make sense to start the group out with

lirmited authority ar.i increase :t as rtrbers gain experier._e and skills in

self-maigerent? What are the 1--plicatic,:-s of tlhes_ decisions for" the design

of the tt,: n. aracr's role (of. , 'o & ies:noer.-.

Question 4: Overall, Ihow advanrtaeous i. i, to ass.rn the "'-ork t ateatm?

How feas_•:_I is >t2. What are the herefits of hav'. a tear. perform the task?

What are the rish'. and liabi.lities? Give.. that it tic.: takes more

maacT:,al tý rraoage a team than to manage _o i-;-as o-. ,ng more or

-less on their E:.. are the advantaces vorth the cuLt•s

Will it -. possb>e to design an, sapoc:- . •: 5u. --_ .. ....

ccmprom.ses v::. 1 ave to he r.,ade b e - f • - .'- gy

rigidIt1es in ýe1 DorI, , p actices a• -,sffi - '-ý S f t f n resor-c e * or

other organizational f;tors that cat. gt .. .- a.g. .rQ

trese compor-omises sc .-,umer-us or ieric-s ti.&t t .ey s - c •:a.t-'.

anterfere -vith the g--:p's ,:urk-

IfI



When the compromises are substantial, or when a manager is unwilling to

make the effort to create a good group design, it usually is better to find an

alternative way to get the work done than to clutter up the organizational

landscape with yet another unnecessary or poorly designed team.

Stage Two: Creating Performance Conditions

The objective in this stage is to make sure that the group has an

appropriate design and a supportive organizational context. These structures

should make it easy for a group to do well, rather than require it to swim

against the current. This may be difficult in organizations that

traditionally have used individuals rather than teams as the basic unit for

accomplishing work. The two questions posed below, therefore, sometimes willtI
requIre creation of nontraditional organizational features--or the

circumvention of existing structures and systems that are inappropriate for

teens.

Question 5: Hov should the group be composed and the task structured?

How can the task be designed to be as clear and as motivationally engaging as

possible? What can be done to make the work more challenging and significant?

Within the limits of the group's authority, how can task autonomy be

increased? What ferdback channels can be opened to provide nembers with

regulAr and reiiabi•le of h results of t-heir work?

How small can the qroop be and still have the human resour•es needed for

effective performance? M-w diverse should the membership be? Do members have

the interpersonal skills needed for collaborative work?

Question 6: What contextual supports and resources must be provided?

Mhat material resourc;es (e.g., tools, equipment, money, or space) will members

reed ii, their w;ork.? Can theze resources be secured? What organizational

L ,
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supports will help the group in its work? Will the reward, educational, and

information systems provide the reinforcement, outside expertise, and data the

group will need to perform well? Will the group have contact with people or

groups in other parts of the organization (or external to it)? How will they

influence the group? Do links with external parties need to be restructured?

Stage Three: Forming and Building the Team

Because long-lasting effects flow from events early in the life of a

group, it is worth the trouble to help a work team get started on the right

foot. Specific steps must be taken to create a group that can manage its own

affairs competently.

Question 7: How can a team be helped to get off to a good stait? What

can be done, as members confront each other and their task for the first time,

to increase the chance they will be able to work well together? Building a

conpctnrit worlk tcam invcl''es he!ping members (a) develop an appropriate

boundary for their group, (b) come to terms with the task they will perform,

and (c) begin to develop the norms that will guide behavior in the group. 3"

1. Forming boundaries. If group members are to work interdependently on

the task, it must be clear who is a member--and therefore shares

responsibility for group outcomes--and who is not. Membership often is

unclear .n certain kinýs nf work groups, particularly temporary project and

decision-making teams. And when there is ambiguity about group composition,

members often becom? frustrated and performance can suffer. The group must be

able to say, at some Point, "This is us" and proceed from there. When that

-3 There are nurmercus programrs available to guide team-building activities
(e.g. , Eertcher & Maple, 1977; EDer, 1977; Mlerry & Allerhand, 1977; Rubin,
Plo-.rnick & Fry, 1977). W,:hile 1977 clearly -,.as a very good year for team-
builders, these guides (understandably) are based on the experience arnd
conceptual frane-orks of their authors; they are not designed to address
systenatacally the three aspects of group life highlighted here.

S!I
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happens, the composition of the group, begun when members were assigned to the

team, will have been completed.

2. Accepting and redefining the task. There may be some people in

organizations who believe that the task assigned to a group is the one that

the group actually performs. These people have not watched very closely what

happens as a group goes to work: often many tasks are being performed,

different ones by different members, and none of them the one the manager

thought had been assigned. Misunderstandings about the task (whether between

the group and the task-giver, or among group members) can result in wasted

effort or a product that misses the mark. It is better to identify and deal

with such discrepancies when the group starts its work, rather than when the

group product is submitted.

Task redefinition is a natural part of the group performance process

(Hackman, 19o9). By acknowledging that and dealing with questions of task

definition early in a group's life, confusion and idiosyncratic

interpretations of ohat is required can be minimized. Consider, for example,

tasks that have multiple and conflicting performance objectives (e.g., speed

and perfection). The conflict among these objectives can be discussed by the

team and its manager, and either resolved or accepted as a tension the group

will need to manage. When all parties have come to an agreement about what

the task is and what it requires, the process of task design, begun when the

work was originally conceived, will have been completed.

3. Developing group norms and member roles. Although each member brings

to a group c2rtain assumptions about the kinds of behavior that will be

appropriate, such matters are rarely discussed explicit :. the group.

Instead, group norms and ,ernber roles develop gradually as individuals seek
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their own niches, and as the group as a whole struggles to find a comfortable

way to operate. The process is a natural one, but the norms and roles that

develop may be heavi'-- influenced by forces of which members are unaware

(e.g., a shared wish to suppress anxiety-arousing issues). Moreover, the

norms that evolve may conflict with core management values about appropriate

and expected group behavior.

Groups are likely to function better if they give explicit attention,

early in their lives, to the kinds of behaviors that will be valued and the

ways work on the group task will be managed. If members are expected to take

responsibility for monitoring their performance situation and planning their

performance strategies, they should be encouraged to explore the implications

of that expectation and their willingness to accept it.

Norms evolve over the life span of any group, and changes in nor'ms jo nd

roles are the rule iathcr thar. the ccaptlon. Dy providirg som-c asristance to

the group early in its life, managers can help get this ongoing process off to

a good start, and help members come to grips with both the extent and the

limits of their authority. As the group begins to move under its own power,

the manager can pull back and the process of designing the group as a

performing unit will have been completed.

Sta-e Four:. Prvdn Ongin ,v,,u,, -

Once a group is functioning as a socicl system, it will control its o.'Jn

destiny to a considerable extent. Nevertheless, managers can assist the group

by making it easy for members to renegotiate aspects of the performance

situation that turn out to impede performance, by ensuring that members get

the ongoing assistance they need to operate well as a team, and 1y helping the

group learn from its c.:.periences.
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question 8: How can opportunit esbe provided for the group to

renegotiate its design and context? Some features of the initial design of a

group and its context are sure to be flawed--and some groups simply accept

those flaws as an unfortunate fact of organizational life. How can a group be

encouraged to take initiatives to get unsatisfactory aspects of its

performance situation improved? While it would be inappropriate for a manager

to take unilateral action to change a group's design or context (that would

undermine its responsibility for managing its own affairs), a manager can

provide occasions for explicit review and renegotiation of the performance

context. And when such discussions take place, he or she can help members

become more skillful, and more comfortable, in taking initiatives to confront

aspects of the performance situation (including the manager's own behavior)

that are impeding group performance. As a group matures and demonstrates

competence in its work, It may be appropriate to empower it even

further--e.g., by giving it greater authority for self-management, bL

ataranging access to training activities that can help members improve their

skills, and so on.

Question 9: What process assistance can be provioed to promote positive

group synercy? These activities are closest to traditional "process

consultation," discussed earlier in this chapter. But they should emphasize

aspects of gruup life tiat directly relate to its vork on the task. Indeed.

it may be that one of the best. ways to improve interpersonal relations in the

aroup is to help members perform well on the task--a reversal of the

tradotional view that task performance depends on the quality of interpersonal

relations.

I _



Two aspects of group task behavior warrant special attention. First,

efforts can be made to correct group process losses and cultivate synergistic

process gains. Is the group suffering from poor coordination, inappropriate

weighting of member talents, or flawed implementatiorn of performance

strategies? Are there unexploited opportunities to cultivate team spirit, to

encourage members to learn from one another, or to develop uniquely-

aizpropriate performance strategies? The considerable literature on process

consultation can provide ideas for useful activities and exercises--but some

inventiveness by the manager or consultant also su-ely will be required to

tailor what is done to the needs of specific groups.

In addition, the group can be helped to deal with developmental changes

and transitions It encounters as it matures as a social unit. A!* -h1

research and theory useful in guiding such activities In task-perf ming

grc'-ps has jusr startpd to become available (e.g., Gersick, 1983; He.nen &

jacobson, 1976; Katz, 1982), it is important that a manager be sensitlve the

developmentai issues a group 'wi' :•.-e as it moves thiough its life cycle, and

that he or she be available to he-p the group manage them and l,:arn from them. n
Question 10: idow can the group be helped to learn from it; experiences'

There -re many oppo-tunities for learning in a well-structured and well-

managed aroup. How,, can these opportunities be exploited? Unfortunately, the

press of task work: often keeps members from .cting on any impulse they may

have to reflect together on their experience and learn from it. it is

necessary, therefore, to set aside some times for reflection and

learning--perhaps at a natural breakpoint in the task work, and certainly ;:hen

a major r.hase of the effort has beer, comnieted. The manager of the aroup is

iný a good positicn to encýurace members to take the time to learn from tleir

experiences, an, to assist thei, i:d aongI so.
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Summary

The stages of the actior. model sketched above are summarized in Figure 9.

Clearly, considerable managerial skill and no small measure o" hard work are

required to do a good job of creating and managing a task-performing team in

an organization. If a manager wants a team task to be done v ,'l, he or she

cannot simply call some people together, toss them a task, and hope for the

best.

That is the bad ners. The good news is that as managers learn how to

design and manage groups well, and as members gain experience and skill in

functioning effectively in teams, the plodding, deliberate, step-by-step

process outlined above can become second nature, just "the way things are

done" in an organization. When that stage is reached, the considerable

investn.ent rezared to learrn h,;w to use %ork teams well can nay substantial

osv:oenzs-- n ',work e.ffectiveness a&:d in the quality of the experiences of both

manacers end cro-o meh.ra.

.-:lications for the Manaoemenc of Teams

Since this chapter reoresents a departure from traditional thinkinrg about

gr-cu performance, it may. be appropriate to conclude by briefly hicblighting

some of the broader man:agement implications of what has been p-oc.osed.

On -atdership. T ie reseach lhteratu:re :s rIch w.:ith studies of

leaderslm in, groups (for revaos , see Hate, 1976, Ch. 13, and Stoodall,

19741) .U:ost oi tnss research assesses 6hst leaders do w'ztbin grou-S or tests

propositions arout wi-at leader trosts anr st'l1es are moet effective under at

circumstances. Such q-_Žstions are der:-.'e in the approaoch tak-.n here,

s:;,:e .auers dire vse;:ec as -ccs~n- lnfluence onaralv hrou7, t

'jaw
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decisions they make about how to frame the group task, how to structure the

group and its context, and how to help the group get started up well and

headed in an appropriate d.rection.

Indeed, we have not even discussed whether an internal group leader

should be named--let alone how he or she should behave. It often does make

sense to have such a role, especially wher, substantial coordination among

members is required, when there is lots of information to be processed (Maier,

1967), or when it is advisable to have one person be the liaison with other

groups or higher management. Yet it is not always a good idea to decide in

advance about the leadership structure of a work group. If a group has been

designed well and helped to begin exploring the group norms and member roles

it wishes to have, questions of internal leadership should appear naturally. --

Ana while there irivariably will be a good deal of stress and strain in the

group as lezdershio issues are dealt with, when a resolution comes ;,t will

have the considerable advantage of being the group's own.

F The manager's role, then, i: to make sure a group confronts the

ie5 derzhip issue directly (even if members would prefer to deal with it

im. 1icitl•, or avoid it entirely), not to resolve it for the group. To do the

lAtter is to short-circl:it an important developmental task in the life of a

ream, aiu to rob the group of a significant opportunity to organize and

6t.iteiop its own internal resources.

Or crcating redundant ccni-_--ns. There are many ways for a group to be

effective ir. performing a task, arrz even more vayt for i.' tr, be ineffective.

More•v'ý,r, different task arnd organizational (:.ircumstanzes involve vastly

differe.-t demands and opportunities. Thus At . imposib to specify in

detail what specific behaviors managers should exhibit to help yroups perfor-m

[f
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effectively. There are simply too many ways a group can operate and still

wind up with the same outcome. 3 6 Attempts to specify contingencies for

managerial behavior do not help much, in that they usually result in

prescriptions too complex for anyone to follow (Hackman, in press).

Thus, while many models of leadership call for the active manipulation of

"causes" that are assumed to be tightly linked to "effects," our view of group

behavior suggests that the key to effective group management may be to create

redundant conditions that support good performance, leaving groups ample room

to develop and enact their own ways of operating within those conditions.

A manager interested in encouraging a group to work hard, for example,

would try to make the group task more motivationally engaging. And he or she

would try to provide more (or more potent) positive consequences contingent on

hard, effective work. And he or she would work with the group members to

improve the efficiency of their internal processes and to build a positive

team soirit. And if there were other steps that could be taken to create

conditions supportive of high effort, these would be attempted as well.

Group performance does not have clean, unitary causes. To help a group

improve its effectiveness involves doing whatever is possible to create

multiple, redundant conditions that together may nudge the group toward more

competent task behavior and, eventually, better performance. 37

36 Systems theotists call this aspect of organized endeavor "equifinality"
(Katz & Kahn, 1978, p. 30). According to this principle, a social system
can reach the rame outcome fcom a variety of initial conditions and by a
variety of methods.

37 We see Ie:e a key difference between descriptive and action models of
behavxor in organizations. A descriptive model parcels u. the world for
conccptual clarity: in contrast, a good action model parctls up the world
tr, -ncrease the chances that something can be created oi" canged. Rather
than seeking to isolate unitary causes, an action model att-ýmpts to
identify clusters of covary'ing factors that can serve as usefui levers for
change (see also Hackman, in press; Mohr, 1982; and Ieick, 1977).

- .
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On managerial authority. The approach taken in this chapter clearly

favors the creation of conditions that empower groups, that increase their

authority to manage their own work. While this does not imply a diminution of

managerial authority, it does suggest that it be redirected.

One critical use of authority, already discussed at some length, is in

creating organizational conditions that foster and support effective group

behavior. Managers must not view design and contextual features as "givens"

over which they have little control. Instead, influence must be wielded

upwards and outwards in the organization to make organizational structures and

systems as supportive of team effectiveness as possible. If a manager does

not have the authority to initiate discussions about making such cnanges, he

or she should consider trying to get it, bgca•se it will be hard to be a good

team manager without it.

Manaoerial authsr.tt also s buud be used to establish and enforce

stanrards of grojp behavior and acceptable performance. When a manager

6zifies a piece of .:ork to be c~ne, sets performance standards, and is clear

about the bounds of acceptable group behavior, he or she is exercising

nianacerial authority--and, concurrently, empowering the group that will do the

work. To be vagtie about what is required and expected can be just as

debilitating to a group as traditional, hands-on supervision. To enable

groups to use their authority %.ell, managers must not be afraid to exercise

their own.

On kiouwing some things. The management behaviors implied by the model of

team effectiveness explored in this chapter will seem unfamiliar and awkward

to some managers, and may be hard for them to perform well. But any iew



1 endeavor can be difficult. Trying to make sense of a balance sheet, fnr

exa:,,!e, or figuring out a good design for a production process can feel just

as awkward and be just as hard for an unpracticed manager to do well. Yet for

some reason we are far more willing to acknowledge the training d

experience in these areas than we are in aspects of managerial work related to

the effective use of human resources.

Managing work groups is every bit as tough as figuring out what to do

about the numbers on a balance sheet. To manage teams well, one needs to know

some things, have some skills, and have opportunities to practice. The sooner

those requirements are acknowledged, the sooner we will be able to develop a

cadre of managers who are expert in creating work teams, developing them, and

i harvesting the considerable contributions they have to make to organizational

efiectiv.eness.

I!
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APPENDIX

The Domain of the Group Effectiveness Model

The model of group effectiveness discussed in this report appl.es only to

groups that (a) are intact social systems, (b) have one or more tasks to

perform, and (c) operate within an crganizational context. As noted in the

body of the report, it often is difficult to determine exactly what is a

"real" gr-oup, a "group task," and an "organizational context." In this

appendix, we examine each of these conuepts in more detail, in hopes of being

as clear azs possible about the domain of groups to which the model is intended

to apply.

k The Group Is A Real Group

., A group falls within our domain if it meets the following three criteria,

adapted frcm Alderfer (1977):

(W) it "-s perceived as a group both by members (who should be able to
distinouish reliably people who are mexbers from those .ho are not)
and ncn-memuers (whco should be able to identify and characteriL L!,!E
group in relatively specific terms).

(2) !e.mbers have significantly -nterdepend-:nt relations with one another.
While this does not necessarily imply that they have regular face-to-
face interaction, it does require that they be dependent on one
another to achieve some shared outcome.

(3) Membez have differentiated roles within the group. 'here is
agreement among members that differtrt individuals are expected to
behave in different ways as the group goes about its business.

if these criteria are not met, we would consider thj "cjrou" to bc'a

loose aggregation of indaiduals rather than an intact social system, and

exclude it from consideiatlon here.1

SNote that nothing is said about minimum or maximum number of members or
ab'ct the permanence of the croup. Only if one of the above three criteria
:is no.a met for a very l ,rge <or small) group would it leave our domain.
Sirmilarly, een a very si:Drt-! ived croup (e.g., a cumrittee created to make
a quick decis:on that d)shards ,immediately thereafter) would be
included--again, so long as tihe hree crteria are met.
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The Group Has A Task To Perform

The model applies only to groups that generate some potentially

measurable group output in response to a defined group task. The performing

unit must be the group, nct individual members. We exclude all cases in which

someone assigns tasks to individuals and holds them personally accountable for

the products--even if the individuals work in a group setting, and even if the

task-giver subsequently aggregates the individuals' output into a "group"

product. 2

Tasks can be given to a group orally, in written form, or even implicitly

(e.g., a manager saying ";-ell, don't you people think you should do something

about the broken machine?"). But it must be clear what the task is (or else

it would be impcssible to trace its impact on the group). 3 The model is not

intended to apply to tasks that are so vague and unclear as to be literally

indescribable.

Finaliv, only tasks requiring that some group-level output be genercLed

are includel. T-he output can be a written or physical product, a service, a

decision, or even documentation that all required activities have been

satisfactorily completed. But there rr.ust be some outcome whose acceptabzlity

(e.g., to the clients of the group's work, or to managers charged with

review:ing the group s performance) is potentially measurahle.

2 Groups ýo, of course, s-metimes decido to i up the kamnr. members

and assemble the pieces later. In suzh cases it continues to be the group,
not individual members, w:ho are iespors le for the overall product--and the
group would remain in our domain.

3 _C.- further dSCuSSion about the attributes of tasks and ways of measuring
them, see Hiackman (169, 19S2).

I
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The Group Operates In An Organizational Context

The organizational context of a group is one of the most important

factors in affecting group behavior and performance. A model of group

performance that did not address group-con.ext relationships would be a model

of little use in understanding work teims as tney exist in organizations. For

this reason, our domain must be restricted to groups that have organizational

contexts. Specifically, groups addrcessed by the model (a) have interdependent

relations ý'i.h other groups and,/or their representatives within a larger

social system, and (b) are subject to influence by organizational structures

and systems that have been put into place with the intent of guiding or

controlling the behavior of organization members /e.g., reward systems,

control systems, ard so on). 4

4 In asses'ýi.g contextual -_.fluerces on a work grop we must als-, note those
ti,at cone fron !xtia-orgarizational sr,n rces, 1r, so::.e cases, outsiroe

nmflu'-rces are as strong or s:tronger th,ar. thoe ar...ing from w.'thin the
org6r.tat: or e .9., po;werful reinfcrcer.erts fior clients in an organization
J.'h t :tself doe, .-,t prov.de performarce-conti-ngent rrpwards).

6.L
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